
Chapter 4/5 Quiz 

1) If R88 muffs a punt at his 5 yard line and it is caught in flight by K32 in the end 
zone, it is a touchdown for K. 

2) A new series is always awarded to Team R if K41 recovers a blocked punt 
behind the line and is downed there. 

3) If R40 signals for a fair catch beyond the NZ, but he muffs the scrimmage kick, 
K15 may recover beyond the NZ and advance. 

4) If on third down, K20's blocked scrimmage kick goes out of bounds behind the 
line, it is 4th down for Team K at the inbounds spot. 

5) If R34 makes a fair catch and is then tackled by K25, it is a dead ball foul. 

6) When an illegal forward pass touches the ground, the ball is dead. 

7) If the helmet of the tackler comes off in making contact with the runner, the 
ball becomes dead immediately. 

8) If receiver A82 has his helmet ripped off at the line, the ball becomes dead if 
A82 touches or catches a forward pass. 

9) If the ball is fumbled forward and out of bounds, it is returned to the spot of 
the fumble. 

10) K's ball at his 45, 4th and 8.  K's punt is rolling at the R 15 when R28 blocks 
A55 in the back at the R 20.  The BJ drops his flag and blows his whistle 
inadvertently.  K accepts the foul.  Ruling: First and 10 for K at the R 45. 

11) When the ball becomes dead in a side zone, the ball is always placed at the 
nearest hash mark. 

12) If requested by the team captain after a safety or touchback, the ball may be 
put in play anywhere on the 20 yard line between the hash marks. 

13) On a try, the ball is snapped from a spot designated by Team A anywhere 
between the hash marks on Team B's 3 yard line. 



14) 4th and 4 from midfield.  K punts.  R only has 10 players on the field.  
During the kick, R11 comes on the field at the R 35 but does not participate.  R 
fair catches the ball at his 30.  The foul is accepted by K.  R's ball first and 10 
at his 25 after PSK enforcement. 

15) If at the snap, a teammate is not in position to kick, the ball becomes dead if 
the holder catches the snap while he has a knee(s) on the ground. 

16) A place kick holder must rise and lift his knee(s) off the ground in order to 
throw a pass. 

17) The ball becomes dead if place kick holder K21 muffs the snap and he 
recovers with his knees off the ground and he touches his knee(s) to the ground 
while in possession of the ball. 

18) When ANY legal kick which cannot score breaks Team R's goal line plane, the 
ball becomes dead and it is a touchback. 

19) 4th and 12 from K's 20.  The snap goes over the punters head and is almost 
at rest at the K 5 yard line.  For some reason, R40 kicks the ball through K's EZ.  
Ruling: If K accepts the foul, it will be 1st and 10 for K at his 35.  If K declines 
the foul, it is 1st and 10 for K at his 20. 

20) The ball becomes dead when ANY loose ball is simultaneously caught or 
recovered by opponents. 

21) K's ball 4th and 8 at midfield.  K's scrimmage kick crosses the expanded NZ 
and is muffed by R at the R 40.  The ball then bounces back behind the line of 
scrimmage where it is recovered by K70 at the K45.  K70 advances to the K49 
where he throws an incomplete pass to K80 at the R38.  There are no 
ineligibles downfield.  Ruling: 1st and 10 for K at midfield. 

22) K punts the ball to R25.  R25 catches the ball at his own 10 and advances.  
During the return, K40 inadvertently grabs R25's facemask at midfield and 
quickly releases it (5 yard variety).  R25 continues the return to the K 15 where 
he fumbles.  K recovers at the K 5 yard line.  If R accepts the foul, it will be K's 
ball, 1st and 10 at the K 10 yard line. 



23) Any foul that occurs after an inadvertent whistle is a dead ball foul. 

24) If an inadvertent whistle sounds but the penalty is accepted for a foul which 
occurred prior to the whistle, the IW is ignored. 

25) If an IW sounds while the snap is in flight to the potential punter, it results in 
an automatic replay. 

26) The clock will always start on the ready for play following an IW. 

27) When an IW is sounded during a forward pass, but after the pass was 
touched by B26, the down shall be replayed. 

28) If B46 interferes with A81 during a forward pass and an IW sounds while the 
ball is in the air and after the contact, the down must be replayed. 

29) If an IW sounds during an illegal forward pass, the penalty is automatically 
accepted and the whistle is ignored. 

30) If an IW sounds when the ball is loose behind the line following a change of 
possession, it results in an automatic replay. 

31) If an IW sounds while the ball is loose on a fumble by A33 beyond the line, 
the down automatically counts and it is A's ball at the spot of the fumble. 

32) After 2nd down, it is discovered that A88 has participated the last two plays 
with a white towel with a tacky substance on it.  Ruling: 15 yard penalty for 
unsportsmanlike conduct assessed to the head coach. 

33) The ball becomes dead and the down is ended when a runner goes out of 
bounds, is held so his forward progress is stopped or allows any part of his 
person other than arm, hand or foot to touch the ground. 

34) The ball becomes dead when any legal free kick or scrimmage kick breaks 
the plane of R's goal line. 

35) When any kick that is a scoring attempt touches any player in R's end zone 
while in flight, the ball becomes dead and the down is over. 



36) A12 fakes a hand off to A35 into the middle of the line and A35 is hit 
immediately and his helmet come completely off.  The covering official should 
sound his whistle and kill the play. 

37) If a fumble is simultaneously caught by opposing players, the ball remains 
with the fumbling team. 

38) When the ball becomes dead in a side zone or is awarded to a team there or 
is left there by a penalty, play is resumed at the nearest hash mark. 

39) OPI/DPI is still possible during an illegal forward pass. 

40) If an all D-3 crew goes to a play-off game in Cheraw, and during the game, 
the back judge trips over the 40 yard line while back peddling, he will probably 
not get laughed at by the rest of the crew.  

41) The R can correct the number of the next down prior to a new series being 
awarded and prior to the declaration of the end of any period. 

42) The right of R to take the ball at the spot of first touching on a scrimmage or 
free kick is cancelled if the penalty is accepted for any foul committed during 
the down. 

43) Before a new series of downs is awarded after a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd down, the 
crew must first consider the effect of any act during the down other than 
non-player or unsportsmanlike conduct fouls by A and any dead-ball foul by B. 

44) The only time A may designate the spot from which the ball is put in play 
anywhere between the hash marks and before the RFP is: for a try, for a kickoff, 
following a fair catch, following an awarded fair catch, following a touchback 
and for the start of each series to start overtime. 



 

1) - F 
2) - F 
3) - F 
4) - F 
5) - T 
6) - T 
7) - F 
8) - F 
9) - F 
10) - T 
11) - F 
12) - T 
13) - T 
14) - F 
15) - T 
16) - T 
17) - T 
18) - F 
19) - T 
20) - T 
21) - T 
22) - F 
23) - T 
24) - T 
25) -T 
26) - F 
27) - T 
28) - T 
29) - F 
30) - F 
31) - F 
32) - T 
33) - F 
34) - F 
35) - F 
36) - F 
37) - T 
38) - F 
39) - F 
40) - F 
41) - F 
42) - T 
43) - T 
44) - F 


